
Stay GDPR compliant by offering candidates full control over their consent and privacy
settings, and full audit visibility with Applicant Tracking Software. Shortlist best-fit candidates
with Smart Filter in just a few seconds. An ATS sometimes falls short with passive candidate
management. Organizations usually start to enable people analytics usage primarily among
their talent aquisition community, but business leaders and managers play a significant role,
as any such initiatives start with a business challenge. Whilst software solutions are busy in
the background automatically sharing job adverts via job boards, matching candidates based
on specific keywords, scheduling interviews and authorising job offers, you can afford the
time to really get to know the candidate. From automated candidate matching, to a
centralized database of candidate info, Recruitment Marketing accelerates the hiring process
and improve overall candidate experience.

With recruitment software, you always maintain a clear and consistent overview as a basis
for transparent decisions. Make the screening process easier and more efficient, with a
custom application form. This way, it’ll be easier to separate the truly qualified from the
aspirational. Attracting and retaining remote workers brings its own set of challenges.
Choose Application Tracking Software that enables you to sync your calendar (Google
Calendar, Office 365 etc.) and schedule interviews at a time that’s convenient for everyone.
This way, you don’t have to look up every interviewer’s schedules separately and pick a
time. Applicant tracking systems have caused many applicants to adapt resume optimization
techniques similar to those used in search engine optimization when creating and formatting
their résumé. Indubitably, Applicant Tracking Software can improve the candidate experience
as recruiters will have more time to engage with the human aspect of the process as it
moves forward.

A feature-rich applicant tracking software is only as good as its design, which means the
best solutions not only offer the flexibility that recruiters need, but can be integrated with
existing workflows. Nowadays, technology does more than keeping organizations compliant
and providing a workflow for moving candidates through the process. A provider that has a
choice of options is more likely to think about what’s best for you. As the economy shifts
from a job-centric to a candidate-centric model, more effort will be placed on pre-application
processes, with applicant tracking software solutions leading the charge towards hiring
success. Start onboarding your new hires way ahead of day one - get them to fill forms and
finish formalities with the applicant tracking system. With the onboarding checklists and
workflows, be well prepared for your new hire's arrival. The leading Recruitment Software
makes recruitment and candidate management an easy and engaging adventure.

Without data, companies are blind and deaf, and wandering onto the Web like deer on a
freeway. Flexible talent acquisition workflows give managers, authorises and recruitment
staff insights into the progress of a vacancy request. Some of the best new tools available
now, especially within the applicant tracking system (ATS) market, are using a number of
useful automated features in order to be compliant while still making the application process
convenient for the job seeker. ATS options are available for businesses across the board, be
it for enterprise, midsize, or small business requirements. Moreover, based on specific
business needs, organizations can also choose various formats of deployment. Talent
aquisition manages a minimum of eight different personas throughout the recruiting process,
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including contacts, leads, prospects, seekers, applicants, qualified applicants, finalists, and
new hires. Certain recruitment systems such as ATS Recruitment absolutely need to be
automated for the sake of speed of hiring and cost savings.

Find out where your candidates are applying from and what sources are converting into hires
with our in depth conversion, time to hire reports and more. There is a natural tension
between intellectual analysis and operational reality - we could say it's between top-down
and bottom-up. Sourcing consists of searching for, identifying, and reaching out to specific
candidates that may not be applying for jobs.
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